
Was die Seele nicht empfindet … 
Wirkungsaspekte des literarischen Stoffes 
des Dr. Faust in der rumänischen Literatur 
Eugen CHRIST 
Dr.phil.: Donauschwäbische Kulturstiftung des Landes 
Baden-Württemberg. E-mail: Eugen.Christ@hdh.bwl.de 
Abstract: On a close examination, the Romanian cultural space 
suggests the existance of a spiritual and cultural incompatibility 
between Romanian existential feeling and the Faustian man, 
endowed with the personality and character of Faustus. The 
Faustian character, Faustus and his literary myth have been 
imported in Romanian culture. Under the circumstances, this 
paper investigates the manner in which Faustian aspects and 
motives reflect in Romanian literature. 
Keywords: literary motif, Dr. Faust in Romanian literature, Ilie 
Marin, Victor Eftimiu, Mihai Drumeº, Vasile Voiculescu. 
 

 
Schriftsteller in Hermannstadt/Sibiu während 
der „Jahre der Volksmacht“ (vor und nach 1960) 
Joachim WITTSTOCK 
Schriftsteller und Literaturhistoriker in Sibiu/Hermannstadt 
(Strada Constantin Noica 15, RO-550169 Sibiu). 
Abstract: The author starts from a study by Maria Fanache and 
Ilse Fels about Sibiu writers in the years of the „people’s democracy,” 
i.e. the period around 1960. The outlook and the stylistic 
structure were typical of socialist realism, while the criteria for the 
selection of the Romanian and German writers discussed were 
those of belles-letters adapted to propaganda purposes. The present 
paper rounds off the convenient aspects of the literature of the 
timewith a series of aspects that had been kept silent or ignored for 
the sake of avoiding confrontation with certain factual contradictionswhich 
the socio-political changes of the „people’s democratic” 
dictatorship had brought about. In the summer of 1956, the state 
authorities considered a private literary meeting of over twenty 
persons an action meant to subvert the official ideology, an attempt 
to commit a conspiracy, and, later, some of those present came 
under investigation and served severe prison sentences. 
Key words: literary Sibiu, around 1960, Romanian fiction 
works, Romanian German-language literature, official presentation 
and avoided aspects, persecution for ideological reasons; 
 

Erinnerungsdiskurs und Identitätskonstruktion in 
Carmen Elisabeth Puchianus Roman Patula lacht 
Maria SASS 
Prof. Dr., Lucian-Blaga-Universität Sibiu/Hermannstadt: 
sass_maria@yahoo.co.uk 
Motto: „Die Erinnerung gleicht einem Gefängnis. 
Es gibt Zellen, die der Wärter vorsätzlich 
oder versehentlich vergisst. Oft unerwartet 
regt sich in ihnen vergessenes, verdrängtes 
Leben, stärker und erbitterter, als 
man es wünscht.“1 

Abstract: The novel of Romanian-born German author Carmen 
Elizabeth Puchianu Patula lacht, was published in 2012 by the 



Karl Stutz Passau publishing house in Germany. The novel is 
hybrid in nature, with discourse oscillating constantly between 
the factual and the fictional, many of the events being autobiographical 
 and rendered in the form of recollections. 
The present article sets out to analyse Carmen Elizabeth 
Puchianu’s above-mentioned novel in terms of the recollection 
techniques used. This study is based on research in literary and 
cultural theory issued over the past several years. The interference 
between recollection and identity – which is not regarded as an 
entity proper but rather as one that is built and enriched with 
multiple facets throughout the narrative – is also investigated. 
Keywords: Elisabeth Carmen Puchianu, discourse of recollection, 
 identity, rhetorics of recollection. 
 

Eigen- und Fremdbilder in den Schriften 
Regine Zieglers (1864-1925) 
Dr. Gudrun-Liane ITTU 
Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiterin am Forschungsinstitut 
für Geisteswissenschaften Hermannstadt E-mail: 
gudrunittu@yahoo.de 
Abstract: Regine Ziegler was a Transylvanian Saxon poet and 
writer, who by the turn of the century lived for some years in 
Berlin, where her brother Karl Ziegler (1866–1945) was a 
successful portrait painter. In 1913 she assessed that in her 
writings she aimed to present the Saxons in their whole 
complexity, wishing that in the future all Germans should know 
Transylvania and its German inhabitants. Contiguous to the 
Saxons she presented the „sultry and passionate” Romanians, 
the „primitive and impulsive” Gypsies and the „nationalistic” 
Hungarians, she all had known from her multiethnic village 
Arkeden/Archita. Regine Ziegler’s approach, although characteristic 
for the epoch of fierce nationalism, breathes great sympathy 
for all Transylvanian ethnic groups. 
Keywords: Transsylvanian ethnic groups, Saxons, Romanians, 
Hungarians, Gypsies, main characteristics, sympathy, clichés 
 

Ringen mit dem Engel: 
Nelly Sachs und Nichita Stãnescu 
Delia EŞIAN 
Assistent Dr., Alexandru-Ioan-Cuza-Universität Jassy/Iaºi; E-Mail: 
delia_esian@yahoo.com 
Worte sind wie verwundete Vögel, 
die das Meer überqueren.1 

Abstract: The lively debate about the biblical topics and motifs 
in search for words and „unwords” represents the subject of the 
present study, which treats the poetry of two authors: Nelly 
Sachs and Nichita Stãnescu. Jacob’s Wrestling with the Angel 
(chapter 32 of Genesis) turns out to be, for the two poets, a 
motive, which describes their own writing, a wrestling with the 
insufficiency and commonplaceness of language, a wrestling 
for the word, because poetry is doubtless creation, but first of 
all mystical revelation. 
Keywords: Nelly Sachs, Nichita Stãnescu, poetry, Jacob, 
Mysticism 
 

Identitätserhalt bei Hans Bergel, 
Norman Manea und Herta Müller 



Teodora-Bianca MORARU 
Drd. an der Lucian-Blaga-Universität Sibiu/Hermannstadt; 
E-Mail: tbmoraru@yahoo.com 
Abstract: The present article focuses on the preservation of 
identity in the works of three Romanian-born authors (two of 
them of German origin – Herta Müller and Hans Bergel and the 
third of Jewish origin – Norman Manea). Their existence has 
been highly influenced on the one hand by being born in 
Romania, by the interaction with Romanian people, on the other 
hand by the oppressive communist regime under Ceauºescu, 
having to undergo censorship, imprisonment and even deportation. 
Therefore, all three authors have chosen to leave Romania 
and emigrate to Germany or America. These experiences have 
added new dimensions to their concept of identity. At the same 
time, they act as intermediaries between cultures, and keepers 
of their own multi-layered and complex identity. 
Key Words: Herta Müller, Norman Manea, Hans Bergel, identity, 
Ceauºescu, censorship, emigration, Herta Müller, Norman 
Manea, Hans Bergel, identitate, Ceauşescu, cenzurã, emigrare 
 

Der literarische Mythos des Dr. Faust 
– Ansätze und Eckpunkte einer Phänomenologie 
im Überblick 
Eugen CHRIST 
Dr.phil.: Donauschwäbische Kulturstiftung des Landes 
Baden-Württemberg; E-Mail: Eugen.Christ@hdh.bwl.de 
Abstract: Due to its multidimensional model of identity, the 
literary myth of Dr. Faustus is suitable for a phenomenological 
analysis. This paper investigates this identity model as well as 
the most important aspects that must taken into account in this 
respect: its modulations, interpretations and variations, the instances 
of relevant expression that the literary myth of Dr. Faustus 
has adopted in its transformations across cultures and time. 
Keywords: Faustus, phenomenology 
 

Drei Herangehensweisen an das transkulturelle 
Kinderbuch von Karin Gündisch Großvaters Hähne 
Betrachtungen aus Perspektiven 
der Soziolinguistik, der Gastrosophie 
und der Migrationsliteratur 
Gerhild-Ingrid RUDOLF 
Lic. phil., M.A., Direktorin des Begegnungs- und Kulturzentrums 
Friedrich Teutsch der Evangelischen Kirche A.B. in Rumänien, 
Sibiu/ Hermannstadt; E-Mail: rudolfgerhild@gmail.com 
Abstract: The main theme “Identity and Alterity” requires a 
comprehensive view over the literary personages who are characterized 
by their backgrounds, their language and their food 
culture as well. Therefore, an interdisciplinary extending of 
perspectives should enhance the mere literary analysis. For this 
purpose the fields of study Sociolinguistics and Gastrosophy 
(a still insufficiently acknowledged humane discipline) are 
advisable. The sociolinguistic perspective illustrates the acquired 
or renegotiated spiritual home and identity of the personages 
within their language, whereas the gastrosophic perspective 
investigates their identity considering specific eating habits. 
The migration background of the reviewed author functions 



as a mirror which reflects and conveys these aspects in an 
inventive way. The paper intends to demonstrate to what extend 
the suggested approaches are suitable for analyzing a transcultural 
 text. 
Keywords: study Sociolinguistics, Gastrosophy, migration background 
 
 
Die Europäische Charta der Regional- oder 
Minderheitensprachen – Anwendung und 
Umsetzung in Rumänien am Beispiel „Bildung“ 
für die deutsche Minderheit 
Ellen TICHY 
Lekt. DAAD Dr.: Lucian Blaga Universität Sibiu/ Hermannstadt; 
E-Mail: tichy@daad.ro 
Abstract: With the ratification of the European Charter for 
Regional or Minority Languages (ECRM) the Romanian state 
guarantees all members of national minorities the right to preserve, 
develop and express their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and 
religious identity. 
The charter offers a catalogue of more than 100 activities; at 
least 35 should be chosen and put into practice by the member 
states, as is stated in the Declaration of Commitment. 
The article analyses, using the example of “education”, which 
activities Romania has chosen in its first report on the implementation 
of ECRM (2010) and how the international commission 
of experts evaluate the application of the Charter in Romania in 
their inspection report (2012). 
Keywords: European Charter for Regional orMinority Languages, 
minorities in Romania, minorities in Germany, German 
minority, education, German educational institutions in Romania 
 

Nordsiebenbürgische Volksnamen einiger Pflanzen 
(aus dem Rumänischen, auch Ungarischen entlehnt; 
Zusammensetzungen mit entlehntem Bestimmungsoder 
 Grundwort; Lehnübersetzungen) 
nach bestimmten Kriterien gruppiert 
Dr. phil., Sigrid HALDENWANG 
Forschungsinstitut für Geisteswissenschaften –Hermannstadt / Sibiu, 
der Rumänischen Akademie / Bukarest 
Abstract: The North Transylvanian linguist Friedrich Krauss 
has dealt with the Northern Transylvanian plant inventory in 
his work “Noesnerlaendish Plant Names” (1943) referring to 
the town of Bistritz and surroundings. The referenced popular 
names of the plants are rendered phonetically, the way the 
linguist heard (understood) them. I have selected 68 descriptive 
case samples of popular plantnames for my study and have 
grouped them according to certain criteria. These samples 
exemplify the fact that the cohabitation of Saxons, Romanians 
and Hungarians is reflected as well in the ethnographic plant 
naming phenomenon. They belong to the old Transylvanian 
vernacular names which the linguist and plantlover, Friedrich 
Krauss, has saved from oblivion. 
Keywords: the Northern Transylvanian plant, case samples, 
combination, translation, plantlover 
 



Die sozialen und wirtschaftlichen Veränderungen 
bei den Banater Schwaben in der zweiten Hälfte 
des 19. Jahrhunderts 
Patrick LAVRITS/Simona OLARU-POSIAR 
Lekt. Dr., West-Universität, Temeswar; 
E-mail: patricklavrits@yahoo.com 
Ass. Drd., Victor Babeş Medizinische und Pharmazeutische 
Universität, Temeswar 
Abstract: The Banat Swabians represent in the years 1867-1918 
one of the most exciting parts of regional history, and we tried 
to contribute to a more detailed knowledge of the multicultural 
and cross-cultural and multi-confessional physiognomy of the 
region Banat. Our research intends to provide more information 
on the past of this cultural-linguistic and confessional group. Its 
presence from the eighteenth century in the region between 
Mures, Tisa and the Danube is correlated with the Habsburg 
policy of modernization and with the ethnonational identities 
structured in the romantic era. 
The study seeks to enrich the history of regional history through 
a so-called marginal component, which has always played a 
key role in defining the specifics of a region as the Banat. We 
focused on theAustro-Hungarian period, highlighting the relevant 
passages in the life of this important community, namely, its 
social expression, economic and cultural development. 
Throughout the paper, our intention was to highlight the active 
participation of the Swabians at the modernization process.We 
chose the years 1867-1918 – those that coincidewith the existence 
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy – because at that time, the 
Banat Swabians had a spectacular economic development and 
an ambivalent cultural creation, betweenGerman andHungarian. 
Keywords: Banat Swabians, Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, 
regional history, multicultural and cross-cultural, demographic 
dynamics, assimilation, ambivalent cultural creation, economic 
development 
 

Schwierigkeiten bei der Übersetzung von 
Kanzleitexten am Beispiel von Protokollen des 
Hermannstädter Magistrats 
Ioana CONSTANTIN/Carmen POPA 
Lekt. Dr., Lucian-Blaga-Universität Sibiu/Hermannstadt; 
E-mail: ioanaconstantin.sibiu@gmail.com 
Ass. Dr., Lucian-Blaga-Universität Sibiu/Hermannstadt; 
E-mail: corasabi2004@yahoo.com 
Abstract: The archives in Sibiu hold a large number of German 
documents of the town council with a great historical and 
cultural significance for the Romanian reading public. This is 
the reason why the selective translation of these records is more 
than welcome. This study deals with the difficulties encountered 
in the act of translation of some civil, administrative and criminal 
lawrecords of the town council in Sibiu between 1556 and 
1705. The analyzed corpus consists of 20 texts from different 
periods translated into Romanian by the authors of this study. 
The registered difficulties are engendered on one side by the 
language particularities – old or worn out idioms, judicial 
language, dialectal influences, Latin words and phrases, an 
intricate structure of the sentences, the defective punctuation, 
abbreviations and graphic peculiarities of the actuary – and on 



the other side by the historical and cultural background of 
Transylvania in those times. 
Keywords: german records in the archives, the town council of 
Sibiu in the period 1556-1705, difficulties of translation 
 
 

METROPOLEN ALS ORTE DER BEGEGNUNG 
UND ISOLATION: INTERKULTURELLE 
PERSPEKTIVEN AUF DEN URBANEN RAUM 
ALS SUJET IN LITERATUR UND FILM. Hg. von 
ErnestW. B. Hess-Lüttich, Nilüfer Kuruyazici, Şeyda 
Zil,Mahmut Karaku ş. Frankfurt amMain u.a.: 
Peter Lang 2011, 726 S., ISBN: 978-3-631-61146-3 
Delia COTÂRLEA 
Lekt. Dr.: Transilvania-Universität Braºov/Kronstadt; 
E-mail: delia_cotarlea@yahoo.com 
Abstract: The present paper focuses on the importance of 
urban space within cultural and literary studies. The review 
presents one of the newest studies in the field –METROPOLEN 
ALS ORTE DER BEGEGNUNG UND ISOLATION: 
INTERKULTURELLE PERSPEKTIVEN AUF DEN 
URBANENRAUMALS SUJET IN LITERATURUNDFILM 
that analyses in its 726 pages the concept of space related to 
important world metropolises from a literary, cultural, social 
point of view. Most of the research stresses the importance the 
multi- and cross-cultural relations that are a constitutive element 
for spaces of big cities. 
Key-words: multiculturalism, cross-cultural relations, space of 
metropolises, urbanity 
 
 

Carmen Sylva: Poveştile unei regine 
[Die Geschichten einer Königin]. Bucureºti: Curtea 
Veche, 2012, 189 S. 
Maria SASS 
Prof. Dr., Lucian-Blaga-Universität Sibiu/Hermannstadt; 
E-mail: sass_maria@yahoo.co.uk 
Abstract: The present text introduces the anthological volume 
of Queen-poetess Carmen Sylva Povestile unei regine [The 
Stories of a Queen] and highlights the fact that both her prose – 
tales and stories – and her poems are representative not only of 
her favorite themes and motifs, but also of the specific stylistic 
features of the author. 
Keywords: Carmen Sylva, Caleidoscopul meu [My 
Kaleidoscope], historical themes 


